
Menʼs Buy One Combo Get One Free List
A Cup Of Coffee A Sandwich And You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Old "Buffalo Bills" Quartet favorite uptune, rearranged for contest by Larry Wright and Doug Anderson.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
110.00
A Dreamer's Holiday - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Bright and "breezy" swing tune with a light-hearted message.  Not for contest.  Arranged for "Medallion" (SAI) and also sung by "Chicago News" (1981 Int'l Champs). 
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
A Girlfriend Of A Boyfriend Of Mine - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A charming song with a unique lyric made popular by Eddie Cantor in the early 30's; sung and recorded by 139th Street Quartet... not contestable.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played 
Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely need vocal learning trax, email me (Larry@LarryWrightMusic.com) and I'll have them recorded for you in approx. 2 
weeks.... AND, not at the "custom" rate of $120, but at the "library" rate of only $60!
80.00
A Good Old Barbershop Song - Men's Arrmt/Learning Trax Combo
A fun, contestable, original uptune composed by Larry Wright and Al Harkins.  Vocal Learning Trax available ($60).  Sung in International contest by 4th Place Medallist, 
139th St. Quartet.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available Vocal Learning 
Trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
110.00
A Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Square - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The lovely, classic ballad arr'd for contest by Larry.  Sung by San Diego Sun Harbor, Evergreen Chapter, Region 3 “Champion Chorus, Sound of Sunshine, Chorus Of The 
Keys, Allegheny Sounds, West Valley choruses, and All That Jazz, Escape, Level 3, A Second Opinion, Dream Catchers quartets, and others.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
 To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
110.00
A Whole New World - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From Walt Disneyʼs “Aladdin”... the beautiful duet by Aladdin and Jasmine... arrʼd by Larry Wright for male soloist and chorus. Uptempo... in the same form as the movie... 
very nice! A male director may also sing this with his chorus. Sung by West Valley, Hilton Head Shore Notes choruses, and others.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
ABBA Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Three hit songs from the group ABBA (5 mins) - Thank You For the Music/Why Did It Have To Be Me/Dancing Queen... arranged by Larry Wright. An audience pleaser. 
Sung by River Blenders, Derby City, Great Lakes, Skyway Connection, Scioto Valley, Celebrity City, Farmington Valley, Barrie Huronia, Seaway Sounds choruses, and 
others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Addams Family Theme - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This arrangement ($50) and learning trax ($60) are sold separately or as part of a "Halloween Package" of 6 arrmts/trax ($350).  The 6 songs in the "Halloween Package" 
are: "Addams Family Theme Song", "Casper The Friendly Ghost", "Grim Grinnin' Ghosts", "Haunted House", "Monster Mash", and "Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead."  By 
purchasing them in the "package", you're paying less than HALF the price of purchasing them separately!  Plus, with the "package" deal, you also receive 6 pretty cool (and 
"spooky") instrumental intros that lead you into the a cappella arrangements.  It's really an incredible deal!  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Alfie - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The song from the 1966 British film of the same name, arranged by Larry in 4 parts for the two time Silver medalist "Sundowners" Quartet.  Fairly modern, however the 
melody is 90% in the Lead part,... not on top.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
All Of My Life - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A gorgeous song and beautiful lyric recorded by Barbra Striesand and arranged in 4 parts for SAI Queens “Swing Street” quartet.  Sung in their contest “show package."  
Also sung by Turning Point, Soul Joy, MsBehavinʼ quartets, and others. Some solo (or Lead section) feature.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
An Old Fashioned Girl - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Strong contest ballad with a big tag. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Annie Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This 4-part arrangement contains 3 songs from the hit Broadway Musical "Annie": Tomorrow, It's A Hard-Knock Life, and Let's Go To The Movies. It is 5.5 minutes in 
duration. It was originally commissioned by the Fairfax Jubilaires Chorus.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Anything You Can Do (I Can Do Better) - MW8pt Arrmt/Trax Combo
A "fun" song from the Broadway Musical "Annie Get Your Gun."  It originally pitting one male singer against a female singer, but this arrmt pits a female quartet against a 
male quartet on stage.  A real "audience pleaser"... with lots of laughs.  This arrmt of the song differs from the original in that the two quartets, in the end, realize their both 
talented, and TOGETHER, can make things twice the fun with a huge 8-part TAG.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
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and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($100).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
200.00
Anything You Can Do (I Can Do Better) - MW8pt Learning Trax
A "fun" song from the Broadway Musical "Annie Get Your Gun."  It originally pitting one male singer against a female singer, but this arrmt pits a female quartet against a 
male quartet on stage.  A real "audience pleaser"... with lots of laughs.  This arrmt of the song differs from the original in that the two quartets, in the end, realize their both 
talented, and TOGETHER, can make things twice the fun with a huge 8-part TAG.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($100).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
100.00
April Showers - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Fairly easy...arrʼd by Larry Wright.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Aquarius - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of Larry's most popular 4 part arrangements… originally arranged in 1970 for the two-time Silver Medalist "Sundowners" Quartet.  Sung by: Jet Cities, Red River 
Valley, Vermillion Valley, Allegheny Prime Time, Heart Of The Rockies, Song Of Atlanta, Sparkling City, Heart Of Maryland, Omaha, Rolling Hills, Hood River Valley, and 
many, many others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  
See the websiteʼs home page for details.  There is an optional (and lots of fun to sing along with), fully orchestrated instrumental accompaniment track available ($25).
110.00
Armed Services Medley (5 branches) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is a 5-song medley which celebrates the five armed services (Air Force, Marines, Army, Navy, and Coast Guard) with each services' theme song arranged in the 
barbershop style.  The piece is approx. 3:30 in duration and is fairly simple.  It also has an 8 bar original Intro which sets up the piece nicely.  Quartets and choruses singing 
at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To 
audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
As Long As I'm Singing My Song - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A very cool, zippy uptune written and recorded by Bobby Darin… originally arranged by Larry for Queens "Spot Light" Quartet.  A bit of "scat” singing for the Lead.  Sung by: 
Kansas City, Post Road, Hood River Valley choruses, Spot Light Quartet, and others.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
As Time Goes By - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the classic song from the movie "Casablanca."  This 4-part arrangement can be sung a cappella... or performed using either the available piano/bass parts or the 
pre-recorded, fully orchestrated accompaniment track ($25).  The ARRANGEMENT for both the accompanied and a cappella versions is EXACTLY THE SAME.  Sung a 
cappella, it's a very nice piece.  Sung using the accompaniment, it's a "show stopper" and I recommend it being performed as the last song in your program.   Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Association Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
There are 3 songs in this arrangement... "Windy"/"Cherish"/"Time For Livin", all monster hits written and recorded by the '60s group "The Association."  This arrangement 
was sung and recorded by "California Gentry" quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Bach Fugue In D Minor - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A 4-part novelty audience pleaser. Recorded by the 139th Street Quartet, and sung by Night Magic Quartet, St. Joseph Sweet Adeline Chorus, and many others.  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Back Home Again In Indiana - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contest arrmt of this beautiful song especially done for "Capital City" Chorus (SAI).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Back In Business - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From the "Dick Tracy" movie.... a "fun" piece!  The single arrmt has two versions: one with the rubato interp. verse (as sung in the movie); and the second, with a zippy intro 
right into the uptempo "chorus" section.  As sung by Reg. Chorus winners "Sound of Sunshine", "Pacific Sound", and several others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Barbara Ann - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Fun 50's tune by the Beach Boys; fairly easy.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Barstool Cowboy - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Original country song that talks about a cowboy who used to be a top rodeo competitor.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Best Seat In The House - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A neat song recorded by Barry Manilow,... tailor-made as a "thank you" (thanks for the memories") type song.  Arranged in 4-part barbershop style.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
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To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Best Times I Ever Had, The - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An amusing, uptempo, swing feel, original contest song written and arranged by Larry Wright and Doug Anderson.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Bill Bailey Fugue - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A comedy arrmt based around different variations of “Bill Bailey Wonʼt You Please Come Home.” the Lead assumes the role of Bill Bailey, with the other 3 making 
comments about Bill. This is a very funny piece!  Originally performed and recorded by 139th St Quartet.  Also sung by Millstone Valley Chorus SAI, City Market, Espresso 
quartets, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  
See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Bless You For Being An Angel - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Mostly tempo'd, croony Lead or Bari solo arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung and recorded by two-time Silver Medalists "Sundowners" Quartet; fairly easy.  Quartets and choruses 
that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax.  To audition this one, 
listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely 
have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate 
of only $60.
80.00
Bonnie and Clyde - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Based on the movie "Bonnie and Clyde"; an uptempo, fun, swing tune arrangement especially arranged for, and sung and recorded by the Sundowners, '70/'71 International 
Silver Medalists.  It's a solo feature (in the Lead range), either for the Lead, Bari, or Tenor.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, 
contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Breaking Up Is Hard To Do - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Neil Sedaka's beautiful, classic ballad version of his 50ʼs hit song. Arrʼd by Larry in the barbershop style.  Optional fully orchestrated accompaniment track ($25)... or 
Piano/String Bass parts ($25).  BOTH the a cappella AND the accompaniment track versions of the vocal learning trax are included.  The chart is exactly the same for both 
vertsions.  Recorded and sung by BHS International 4th Place Medalists 139th Street Quartet who closed their shows with it for 8 years!  Also sung by Powersurge Quartet, 
Fort Wayne Metro chorus, U.K. groups, and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using 
the available vocal Learning Trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
By The Time I Get To Phoenix - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Jimmy Webb's well-known song recorded by Glen Campbell...arr'd in the barbershop style by Larry Wright in the same ballad style as the original (pop) recording.  
Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning 
Trax.  Recorded and sung by SPEB 2-time International Silver Medalists "Sundowners"... and others.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL 
learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Bye Bye Baby/Baby Won't You Please Come Home Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Bye Bye Baby/Baby Won't You Please Come Home; a strong contestable uptune mixing the driving "Bye Bye Baby" tune with the the swing feel "Baby Won't You Please 
Come Home."   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available 
high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Bye Bye Blackbird - Men's Arrmt/Trax Combo
A solid contest uptune... arranged in a "fresh" format: big intro, ballad half verse, (accellerating into a rapid) chorus, interlude, second verse/chorus, and big tag.  Check out 
the FREE 1 min. demo.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Bye Bye Blackbird/Bye Bye Baby Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Includes “Bye Bye Blackbird” and “Bye Bye Baby.” A “driving”, uptempoʼd contest arrmt by Larry Wright.  Sung by Fox Valley Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses 
that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. To audition this one, 
listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only 
my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Cabaret - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The well known, uptemp'd theme song from the broadway musical "Cabaret", originally arranged for the San Diego Men's Chorus.   A "fun" and fairly easy chart.  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "C+" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Can't Take My Eyes Off Of You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This uptempo song was a mega-hit in the 60's.  Arranged by Larry in the form and style of the original recording. A "fun" piece!   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Carol Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arr'd by Larry Wright: includes "It Came Upon A Midnight Clear" and "Silent Night", both in 3/4 time. Nice tag.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should 
be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
110.00
Caroling Caroling (Through The Snow) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
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A bright, uptune that every quartet and chorus should have in it's "rep" for the holiday season.  An easy, but innovative arrangement by Larry in 4 parts.  This arrmt also 
works in conjunction with the (original) "Holiday Show Opener" song (sold separately) written and arranged especially to open shopping mall holiday singouts or Christmas 
programs.  Sung by many, many quartets and choruses including Fort Meyer Fever, Sun Harbor, Toast Of Tampa, Melodeers, Houston Tidelanders, Jacksonville 
Harmony, Greater Harmony, Commodore Chorus, Belles A Peelin', Lake Effect Harmony, Pathfinder Chorus, etc.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "C+" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Cecilia - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A very easy arrangement of the familiar "chestnut" swing tune.  Appropriate for contest.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "C+" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Charlie Brown Theme Song (Linus & Lucy) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This arrmt of "Linus And Lucy" (The Charlie Brown theme song) was arranged with a small amount of 5 parts (choruses only) especially for The Mission Valley Chorus.  
It's based on the popular piano recording used on the TV show. There are two versions included with this purchase. The first version has no words since the commercial cut 
was an instrumental piece (with no words).  it is arranged using common "do–be-do" ala' "Swingle Singers" vocal sounds.  The second version has words written by Larry.  
The vocal learning trax are recorded for version #1 only (with "do-be-do").  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Cheers (Theme from) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This song is the opening theme song from NBC's hit TV series "Cheers" in which the 139th Street Quartet (in which Larry sang Lead) appeared twice.  Arr'd by Larry.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-
Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to 
record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Christmas Chopsticks - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is a modified rendition of the arrmt done by Sweet Adelines International.  Very easy.  Because of the short length of the song, the arrmt and learning trax are 
half the price of normal length songs.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "C+" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($35). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
60.00
Christmas In Kilarney - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Uptempo'd, "fresh", and "fun!"  A GREAT one to add to your holiday repertoire. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Christmas Song, The - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The classic "Chestnuts roasting on an open fire...." ballad we all know and love. Interesting tag.  Check it out!  Arranged by Larry in 4 parts.  Quartets and choruses singing at 
a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Clancey Lowered The Boom - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A fun song to sing,... and audiences love it;  Arranged by Larry, this classic tune was originally recorded by Bing Crosby and Dennis Day.  Quartets and choruses singing at 
a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Come Back And See Us - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A short, up-tempo tune thatʼs fun to sing and can be used as a show closer,... or on rehearsal nights as a closer for impressing chorus guests. BIG TAG!!  Sung by the West 
Valley Chorus and others.  Arrʼd by Larry in 4 parts.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Crazy 'Bout Ya Baby - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of Larry's most popular charts from the hit play "Forever Plaid." A 50's type fast  swing uptune sung and recorded by Champs "Revival" and Queens "Rumors", and 
several other groups.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Crazy - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Patsy Cline classic written by Willie Nelson and arr'd by Larry Wright... as recorded by past Queens "High Society", and sung by choruses: Jet Cities, Scottsdale... and 
quartets: Night Magic, Crystal Collection, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Cry Me A River - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This "classic" song was a monster hit (recorded by over 500 artists to date!).  It's been arranged as a dramatic solo, featuring the Bass (arranged for Queens of Harmony, 
"Panache").  Also available (but, as of the date of this update, not with vocal learning trax.... ask me if they've been recorded yet...) is an arrmt featuring the Lead and with the 
majority of the arrmt in a 12/8 "driving" swing feel, ala' "James Bond."  It has the same Intro and Tag as the ballad version.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available vocal Learning Trax. To audition the Bass solo, ballad rendition, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Daddy Sang Bass/Will The Circle Be Unbroken - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
"Fun", gospel song!  Optional (fun to sing with) fully orchestrated instrumental accompaniment track available ($25). Both the a cappella and the accompanied versions are 
included with this purchase!  The vocal parts are exactly the same.  If you decide you'd like to use the accompanied version, simply purchase the accompaniment track 
($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 
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each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See 
the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Deed I Do Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A “driving”, uptempoʼd contest arrmt includes “Deed I Do” and “Put Your Arms Around Me Honey”, and "I Never Knew I Could Love Anybody"  Sung by Fox Valley Chorus 
and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Deep River (4 part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Lead or Bari solo.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($35). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-
Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Didn't We - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of Jimmy Webb's coolest songs (ballad) arranged in the pseudo barbershop style (not contest).  Features the Lead a bit.  As sung by Champs "Vocal Majority", 
"Chicago News". and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of 
the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase 
a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Dig A Little Deeper In The Well - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Uptempo, gospel song originally recorded by the "Oakridge Boys."  Arranged with all four voice parts having a verse solo feature.  It requires a low Bass singer for the tag 
(low Eb-men) (low Bb-women).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use 
of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This arrangement ($50) and learning trax ($60) are sold separately or as part of a "Halloween Package" of 6 arrmts/trax ($350).  The 6 songs in the "Halloween Package" 
are: "Addams Family Theme Song", "Casper The Friendly Ghost", "Grim Grinnin' Ghosts", "Haunted House", "Monster Mash", and "Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead."  By 
purchasing them in the "package", you're paying less than HALF the price of purchasing them separately!  Plus, with the "package" deal, you also receive 6 pretty cool (and 
"spooky") instrumental intros that lead you into the a cappella arrangements.  It's really an incredible deal!  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Do You Know The Way To San Jose - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Burt Bacharach / Hal David's wonderful song recorded and made popular by Dione Warwick. Has 6 (easy) key changes - fun and exciting!  Not contest.  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song 
title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Don't Blame Me - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The #1 pop hit ballad from the 60's.  Not contest, but a very nice show addition.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). The #1 pop hit ballad from the 60's.  Not contest, but a very nice 
show addition.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available 
high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Don't Take Your Lines From Dimestore Novels - Men's Arrmt/LgTx Combo
Amusing, original song, co-written by Larry and Doug Anderson,... with lyrics by the very creartive Roger Payne; contestable; no percopy fees for this one!  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
INSTRUMENTALLY PLAYED Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely 
be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Dream Lover - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the well known, #1 pop hit from the 50's... with some Lead featuring.  Medium tempo'd.  Arranged for the "Bluegrass Student Union" International Champs.  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Each Time I Fall In Love - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A new rendition, updated to work as a contest song by Larry.  The song was originally written and arranged by the late, great, S.K. Grundy especially for the Sundowners 
Quartet (1970/71 Silver Medalists).  Larry was the Lead singer.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Eight Candles - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A very nice Hannukah (mixed ballad/uptempo.... gets quite fast towards the end!) song sung by the Elkridge Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Everybody Says Don't - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An uptempo song originally recorded by Barbra Streisand.  Choruses only!  Great message, energetic, "driving", and powerful!  A basic 4 parter, but Intro and verses have 6 
parts.  The melody in verses is either sung by a soloist or a small Lead section.  Sung by Louisville Thoroughbreds (BHS), Houston Tidelanders (BHS), West Valley (SAI), 
California Heartland (SAI) and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Everything's Coming Up Roses - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
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A driving, up-tempoʼd, show tune from the movie and Broadway show “Gypsie Rose Lee”... arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung by Maryland Harmony, Heart Of Maryland, 
Springfield Chordsmen, Prairie Echoes, West Valley choruses,... and Syndicated Sound quartet... and others. There is a very cool, optional, fully orchestrated 
accompaniment CD available ($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
For Always - Men's Arrmt/trax Combo
A 4-part arrmt from the motion picture "A.I. Artificial Intelligence."  Made popular by Josh Groban.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax ($30). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you 
absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Galway Bay - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A beautiful lyric and melody, arranged by Larry featuring each part on a verse.  There are 6 verses, verse #5 written by Larry. As sung by two-time Silver Medalists 
"Sundowners" and International Champs "Chicago News."  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details. NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll 
most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Georgia Camp Meeting - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An exciting and "driving", contestable arrmt originally done by Lyle Pilcher for the Sundowners Quartet, but on request, updated for the San Diego Sweet Adeline Chorus for 
their contest package. San Diego Chorus scored all "A"s with this one. Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrmt using the available vocal Learning Trax.  Listen to the FREE short demo sample online. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Georgy Girl - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A bright, uptempo, pop hit song from 1966, recorded by "The Seekers."  The song was nominated for best song of the year.  Sung and recored by 2-time Silver Medalists 
"Sundowners."  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available 
high quality instrumentally played part predominant Learning Trax ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, 
contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Getting To Know You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arrmt by Larry Wright. Fairly easy.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record 
them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Ghostriders In The Sky (Riders In The Sky) (a cappella ver.) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
The song is actually titled "Riders In The Sky."  This up-tempoʼd, haunting and exciting bass solo has been closely adapted from the original country “hit” recording. 
Originally sung and recorded by BHS International 2nd Place Silver Medalist Sundowners quartet in the early 70ʼs, It has been sung by many other quartets and choruses 
since then including Greater Harrisburg Chorus.  A very cool optional (fully orchestrated) instrumental accompaniment track is available ($25).  The arrmts for both the 
track version and the acappella version are exactly the same.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Ghostriders In The Sky (Riders In The Sky) (with track) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
The song is actually titled "Riders In The Sky."  This up-tempoʼd, haunting and exciting bass solo has been closely adapted from the original country “hit” recording. 
Originally sung and recorded by BHS International 2nd Place Silver Medalist Sundowners quartet in the early 70ʼs, It has been sung by many other quartets and choruses 
since then including Greater Harrisburg Chorus.  A very cool optional (fully orchestrated) instrumental accompaniment track is available ($25).  The arrmts for both the 
track version and the acappella version are exactly the same.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Gilligan's Island Theme Song - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arr'd by Larry Wright as sung on the famous TV series show... which is still running after 35 years!  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Go The Distance - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Beautiful theme song ballad from Disneyʼs animated movie “Hercules” ... arrʼd by Larry Wright. Sung by Maryland Harmony, Pride of Baltimore, Velvet Hills, Houston 
Horizon, Little River, Brazos Crossing Choruses,... and (Queens) Swing Street, and other quartets.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details. If you absolutely have to 
have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll probably be able to record them in a week or two for my normal "library" rate of only $60.
110.00
God Bless The USA (Proud To Be An American) - m/w 8-part - Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
Much the same arrmt as the 4-part version, this one rearr'd for 4-part women/4-part men.  It's an awesome show closer with men/women choruses. It can be sung either: a 
cappella, using the available piano part($25), or using the fully orchestrated instr. accompaniment track ($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should 
be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax ($60).  To audition this one, 
listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $120 (for all 8 parts).
160.00
God Bless The USA (Proud To Be An American) - Men's 4prt (a cappella) Arrmt/Trax Combo
Sometimes (in error) called "Proud To Be An American", this is Lee Greenwood “country” mega-hit song.  This is the "strictly a cappella" version.  Sung by Sounds Of The 
Shanandoah, County Connection, Reno Silver Dollar, West Valley Choruses,... and Liberty (gospel) Quartet, and many others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality INSTRUMENTALLY PLAYED Learning 
Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
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Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.  If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll probably be able to record them in a week or two for my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
80.00
God Bless The USA (Proud To Be An American) - Men's 4prt (w/trk) Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
Sometimes (in error) called "Proud To Be An American", this is Lee Greenwood “country” mega-hit song.  I recommend you using the fully orchestrated instrumental 
accompaniment track ($25) for this arrangement, although the a cappella trax are included with the "combo" or separate "trax" order.  This arrangement can be performed 
either:
1. a cappella
2. using the available piano/bass parts ($25)
3. using the fully orchestrated accompaniment track. 

There also is a 3rd strictly cappella version available.  Sung by Sounds Of The Shanandoah, County Connection, Reno Silver Dollar, West Valley Choruses,... and Liberty 
(gospel) Quartet, and many others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
God Didn't Make Little Green Apples - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of the 2-time Silver Medalist Sundowner's most popular songs.  The easy, tempo'd monster hit song from the 60's... with such a sweet "love" message!  All 4 parts 
featured with solos.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available high quality vocal 
Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song 
title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen (5-part) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A 5-parter... for chorus and soloist (or divisi Lead section)...arrʼd by Larry Wright.  Sung by Crosstown Harmony, Twin Cities Show Choruses and others.  Choruses that 
sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Going Out Of My Head - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the medium tempo'd hit song from the 60's with all the vocal color, charm, and power of the song captured by the arrmt. Sung by 2nd Place Silver Medalists the 
Sundowners Quartet, SAI top 10 Spirit Of Detroit Chorus, and others. Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform 
this arrmt using the available Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Goober Peas (funny Civil War song) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An uptempo'd, comical song from the Civil War Era.  This was another song that was arranged as part of a huge Annual Show "package" of songs sung during the several 
wars America went through.  It was done by the fairfax "Jubil-Aires chorus in 2012.  If you're curious about the package, see 'Patriotic Medley"... which has more details and 
song titles.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Good Vibrations (Beach Boys) - Men's Arrmt/LgTx Combo
This is the classic, uptempo Beach Boys song, closely following their commercial recording.  A real "fun" one to sing, and audiences love it!  Quartets and choruses singing 
at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To 
audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Grandma Got Run Over By A Reindeer - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A novelty, fun, uptempo'd "audience pleaser".. which now commercially out-sells "White Christmas!!   There is an optional (but great fun to sing with!) fully orchestrated 
instrumental accompaniment track available ($25).  There are TWO versions of the vocal learning trax included with this combo purchase.  One is a cappella,... the the 
other is with the optional accompaniment track in the background.  The vocal parts are exactly the same for both versions!  If, at a later date, you decide to use the 
accompaniment track, you can easily purchase the accompaniment track ($25) from the website store.  Refer to my website "help" item "using accompaniment tracks."  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Great Balls Of Fire - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A 4-part, up-tempo, "fun" arrangement of this popular 50's tune made popular by Jerry Lee Lewis; especially arranged for the "Skyline" Chorus.  It has tag overlay 
harmonies for choruses.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Great Day Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Great Show Opener: includes "Zip Pah Dee Do Dah", "On A Wonderful Day Like Today", "Great Day", "It's A Good Day".  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Greatest American Hero, Theme from the - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The uptempoʼd theme song “flyinʼ away on a wing and a prayer....” from the hit TV show arrʼd in the barbershop style by Larry Wright.   Quartets and choruses that sing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you 
absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Grim Grinning Ghosts - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This arrangement ($50) and learning trax ($60) are sold separately or as part of a "Halloween Package" of 6 arrmts/trax ($350).  The 6 songs in the "Halloween Package" 
are: "Addams Family Theme Song", "Casper The Friendly Ghost", "Grim Grinnin' Ghosts", "Haunted House", "Monster Mash", and "Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead."  By 
purchasing them in the "package", you're paying less than HALF the price of purchasing them separately!  Plus, with the "package" deal, you also receive 6 pretty cool (and 
"spooky") instrumental intros that lead you into the a cappella arrangements.  It's really an incredible deal!  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
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LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Grow Old With You (from The Wedding Singer) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the charming little swing tune from the movie "The Wedding Singer"... as Adam Sandler sang it.  Fun... and easy to sing.  There is also a pre-recorded 
accompaniment track available ($25). Anyone looking for a great SINGING VALENTINES DAY song.... this is it!... (with some minor lyric changes).  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Guys And Dolls - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the theme song from the musical "Guys and Dolls."  It's a fun, rhythmic, uptempo piece with clever lyrics.  There are brief solos for Lead,  Bari and Bass and a brief, 
spoken Intro over vocal parts.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of 
the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase 
a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Halloween 6-Song Package - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combos
This is the 6-song Halloween arrmt/LgTrax PACKAGE.  The total price for the package of all 6 songs (arrmts, learning trax, and instrumentally pre-recorded intros for each 
song) is $350.  Because of the large amount  of material in the total package, (there are 43 different items in this package, including 30 learning trax mixes, 6 arrmts, and 6 
acconp. track intros), I've had to combine all 43 items into one "zipped" file.  When you download this zipped file, double click on the zipped file icon to view all 43 items. 
 Also please realize that this large download will take several minutes on a fairly fast computer,... and 10 to 15 minutes on a slow computer.  If you only want to purchase one 
of the 6 song combos,... or one of the arrmts, please find those by individual titles in the Men's lists.  Also included with this "package" is the full, balanced mixes of all 6 
songs (Halloween Medley).... perfect for singing along with as the songs play on a portable sound system on a float in a Halloween parade.
350.00
Happy Together - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The upbeat “hit” swing tune from the 60ʼs. Arrʼd by Larry Wright in the style of the 60ʼs group “Turtles” recording...a “fun” chart to sing.  Quartets and choruses singing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Hard Hearted Hanna - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arranged by Larry Wright.  Fairly easy and contestable.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Haunted House - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This arrangement ($50) and learning trax ($60) are sold separately or as part of a "Halloween Package" of 6 arrmts/trax ($350).  The 6 songs in the "Halloween Package" 
are: "Addams Family Theme Song", "Casper The Friendly Ghost", "Grim Grinnin' Ghosts", "Haunted House", "Monster Mash", and "Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead."  By 
purchasing them in the "package", you're paying less than HALF the price of purchasing them separately!  Plus, with the "package" deal, you also receive 6 pretty cool (and 
"spooky") instrumental intros that lead you into the a cappella arrangements.  It's really an incredible deal!  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The well-known Christmas ballad... sung by Choruses: Pride Of Toledo, Spirit Of Detroit, The Women Of Note, Pride Of Kentucky, Fenton Lakes Choruses, and quartets: 
Sound Effects, Anybodyʼs Guess, All Keyed Up, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Heart (You Gotta Have) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A bright and "fun" uptempo contest arrangement originally done for Regional chorus winners Jacksonville Harmony Chorus. Two tags to choose from.  There are also 2 
versions included for you to choose from; a long version ,... and a shorter version.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Hearts Desire - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
Adapted from a Manhattan Transfer rendition... arrʼd by Larry Wright for Queens “Swing Street” Quartet.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B+ to A-" contest level should 
be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available Vocal Learning Trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Here You Are Back Again - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A solid original contest ballad with an interesting message co-written by Larry Wright and Doug Anderson.  Sung by choruses: Louisville Times, Greater Harmony, Pride Of 
Iowa, and others; and quartets: Onyx, The Vagrants, Spice, Stardust, Rhythmix, Forgone Conclusion, Endeavor, Chord Worshipper, and others.   Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Hokey Pokey - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arr'd with different treatment for the several verses included.  Get the audience dancing in the isle with this one!  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should 
be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Holiday Blessing/Jingle Bells Medley - M/W 8-part Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A new and "fresh" m/w 8-part... and easy to learn!  You ladies will have lots fun singing this with the guys.  This price includes BOTH the Women's and Men's separate 
charts, plus a Conductor's Score (with ALL parts).  Optional fully orchestrated accomp track has the men's parts pre-recorded, allowing the women to use this song without 
the men being present.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
220.00
Holiday Show Opener/Closer - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A very nice 4-part uptempo'd holiday show (or mall singout) opener/closer ("bookends") original song co-written by Larry Wright and Leona Winters and arr'd by Larry.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal 
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Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Hooked On The Classics - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A "gas!!" 10 classical songs (5 mins) put to amusing lyrics by Rodger Payne and arr'd by Larry Wright and Steve Delehanty.  An optional (but a ton of fun to sing with!!), fully 
orchestrated accompaniment track ($45) makes this a totally awesome and entertaining piece.  Sung by the Alexandria Harmonizers, Spirit Of Syracuse, Coastline Show, 
Nebraska City Apple Corps, Grand Olympics, Christchurch City, Pacific Masterworks choruses, several quartets, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available, highly recommended, high quality Vocal Learning Trax. 
($100). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
200.00
How Come I Can't Get The Girls - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An original song written for the contest stage,... with lots of humor in it.  It involves the group dressing like nerds, buck teeth, beanies,  and all... and then wondering why they 
can't get the girls.  Performed on the International contest stage (finals) by the 139th Street Quartet; the year they took 4th Place.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). 
 To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost 
being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
I Cross My Heart - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This powerful (contest) ballad been closely adapted from the original “hit” country recording and arr'd by Larry Wright.  Sung by Derby City Chorus (Harm Inc. champs) 
and several others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll 
most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
I Don't Know Enough About You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An up-tempoʼd, contest, swing tune, FAIRLY EASY... arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung by Maryland Harmony Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "C+" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I Get Around - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This well-known and popular, up-tempoʼd, driving classic “Beach Boys” song has been adapted from the original “hit” recording and arr'd by Larry and Doug Anderson.  A 
very cool, optional, fully orchestrated (alaʼ Beach Boys) accompaniment track is available ($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I Heard It Through The Grapevine - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
The great Marvin Gaye classic Motown song, arr'd for "Flying High Singers"(Netherlands)... also sung by top ten Spirit Of Detroit Chorus. In 4 parts.   Choruses singing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the high quality vocal learning trax.  To audition this one, listen to 
the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" 
for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
110.00
I Left My Heart In San Francisco (4 part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This classic ballad was made popular by Tony Bennett and was arr'd by Larry Wright especially for Mission Valley Chorus for their SAI International “show package” 
presentation. This is the 4-part version (without overlays) suitable for both choruses and quartets.  Sung by Harmony Bay Chorus,... and other choruses and quartets. 
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-
Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in 
a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
I Left My Heart In San Francisco (overlays) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A classic ballad made popular by Tony Bennett and arr'd by Larry Wright especially for Mission Valley Chorus. This is the same arrmt as the 4-part version with 4 part 
overlay harmonies added for Mission Valley Chorusʼ international presentation.  Sung by Mission Valley and other choruses.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($35). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
110.00
I Wish I Was Eighteen Again - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This arrangement features an old man (mid 70's on up... who can still sing fairly well in tune) singing the melody with the chorus or quartet backing him up with 4 parts.... a 
total of 5 parts.  It's a nice piece and goes over well with audiences.  An easy range melody for the soloist.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available instrumentally played part predominant Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to 
have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
I'll Be Home For Christmas - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Nice tag overlay; A holiday classic; wonderful chords, melody, and lyrics; a sweet, dreamy ballad... and a very nice addition to your holiday repertoire...arr'd by Larry 
Wright. Sung by Rochester, Twin Cities, West Valley Choruses, Harmony Agents Quartet, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I'm Just Wild About Harry (8-part M/W) - Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A great, up-tempoʼd novelty show piece... arr'd by Larry Wright. This is the 8-part version for male/female choruses or quartets (men's and women's parts: arrmt - $100).  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-
Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them 
in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $100 (for 8 parts).
160.00
I'm Just Wild About Harry (She Says) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
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A great, up-tempoʼd novelty show piece... arr'd by Larry Wright and sung by 139th Street  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I'm Looking Over A Four Leaf Clover - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A fresh, driving contest arrangement of this great song; Big Intro; a back patter section; a tad of Bass melody;  2 big tags to choose from.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available part predominant vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I've Got The World On A String - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of his more popular arrmts... an up-tempoʼd, zippy swing tune made popular by Frank Sinatra.  Optional tag overlays.  Sung by Masterʼs Of Harmony, Bay Area 
Showcase, Top of the Rock, Edge Oʼ Town, Silver Pinnicles Regional choruses,... and 139th Street, California Gentry, The Harmony Chicks, New Design, Fourcast, Ms. 
Behavinʼ, East Coast Edition, Over The Moon quartets... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform 
this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
I've Grown Accustomed To Her Face - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A croony solo feature of the beautiful ballad from "My Fair Lady" as recorded by 139th Street Quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30).  To audition this one, listen to 
the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" 
for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you 
absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of 
only $60.
80.00
If I Were You I'd Fall In Love With Me - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contest mid-tempoʼd uptune originally arrʼd by Larry Wright and Doug Anderson. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio 
sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
If She Means What I Think She Means - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A driving contest uptune: big Intro/Tag; only 2:10 in duration; a bit of Bass melody.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Custom Arrmts Demo - $15 - 5 songs (minimum). Purchase the Arrmt/ LrngTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
In A Mellow Tone - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A classic song written by Duke Ellington and recorded by some of the greats like Tony Bennett and Ella Fitzgerald, this 4-part arrmt by Larry is medium difficulty (with a 
vocal "scat" section).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
In The Still Of The Night - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, 50ʼs 6/8 (sho-be-dooʼs) swing tune has been closely adapted from the original “hit” recording and arr'd by Larry Wright.  This is NOT the ballad by the 
same name from the 50ʼs.  Sung by Maryland Harmony Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
In Your Eyes - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This beautiful and powerful (non-contest) ballad was written by Dan Hill and recorded by Jeffery Osborn in the 80's... arr'd by Larry as a Lead or Bari solo; beautiful lyric! 
Great tag! Sung by international small chorus winners Prairie Echoes, Sound Of Sunshine, Spirit Of Detroit, Celebrity City choruses,... and Michigan Jake, Brava, Great 
Stage Robbery, Crossfire, Main Event, Cosmopolitan, Crazy 8ʼs Double Quartet, and other quartets.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Ireland Must Be Heaven For My Mother Came From There - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This very effective (SPEB International contest high scorer for California Gentry) “fresh” (relatively unknown), contest ballad has been arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung by 
Teaneck Bluechip, Great Lake Sound choruses,... and California Gentry, Alchemy, Jukebox quartets, and others. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Irish Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, driving contest medley includes: McNamarraʼs Band, Harrigan, and Great Day For The Irish...arr'd by Larry Wright. Big intro and tag. Sung by 2nd Place 
Silver Medalists Sundowners quartet, Naples and West Suburban choruses, and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It Is Well With My Soul - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Well known hymn arranged in 4 part barbershop.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning 
trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
It Was A Very Good Year - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A Frank Sinatra classic arranged for "Chicago Shuffle", men's Senior's Champs (SPEB)... features a bit of the Lead.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It Was A Very Good Year - Men's Learning Trax
A Frank Sinatra classic arranged for "Chicago Shuffle", men's Senior's Champs (SPEB)... features a bit of the Lead.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
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FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
60.00
It's A Great Day For The Irish - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A driving contest uptune with a ballad (rubato) verse in the middle.  Makes a nice "package" showing how you handle rhythm as well as rubato interp.  Sung by 2nd Place 
Silver Medalist Sundowners and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality instrumentally played part predominant Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning 
trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60
80.00
It's A Wonderful World - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Remember Tony Bennett's and Louie Armstrong's great recordings of this one? It's a wonderful "easy swing" tune with a great message and suitable for both quartets or 
choruses.  Sung by Vienna Falls, Evergreen Chapter,... and Rapport, Medallion quartets... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It's Sand, Man! (4-part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This fast, "fresh", jazzy, "fun" swing tune has been closely adapted from the original Count Bassey/Natalie Cole recording and arr'd by Larry Wright. This is the 4-part 
quartet version. There is a very cool chorus version with overlay harmonies as well. Sung by Sundowners, Crystal Collection, Soundtrax, From The Edge, Head Over 
Heels, Reckless quartets... and others.Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It's Sand, Man! (chorus ver. 2-part overlays) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This fast, "fresh", jazzy, "fun" swing tune has been closely adapted from the original Count Bassey/Natalie Cole recording and arr'd by Larry. This is the very cool chorus 
version with overlay harmonies. Sung by the Channelaire, Harborlites, West Valley choruses... and others.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio 
sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
It's So Hard To Say Goodbye To Yesterday - Men's Arrmt/Trax Combo
This is Larry's arrangement of the "Boyz II Men" hit single.  It has a nice lyric message. The Lead solo part is challenging, but the 3 backing vocal parts are very easy.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal 
part predominant Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It's The Most Wonderful Time Of The Year - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, cheerful swing tune has been adapted from Andy Williamʼs wonderful recording and arr'd by Larry Wright. A GREAT one to add to your holiday repertoire! 
Sung by Pride of Baltimore, Bay Area Showcase, Fullerton, Toast Of Tampa, Harmony Showcase, West Valley choruses,... and Girls Night Out quartet... and others. 
Optional tag overlays.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
It's You (from the Music Man) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
Two versions to this wonderful ballad from the "The Music Man."  Choose from either the one with solo work by the Lead and Baritone,... or the other, with all vertical 
chording.  You get them both for the price of one arrangement.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning 
trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Jailhouse Rock - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The up-tempoʼd, driving, 50ʼs, “rock-n-roll” mega-hit by Elvis P.... arr'd in 4 basic parts with a few Bari part optional overlays; arr'd by Larry Wright in almost the identical 
format as the hit song.  Sung by Bay Area Showcase and Fox Valley choruses. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Java Jive - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This mid-tempoʼd, popular swing tune has been re-arranged by Larry Wright from an earlier arrangement.  Sung by the Commodore Chorus... and other choruses and 
quartets.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Jean - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Very pretty, "croony" solo for lead/bari... as sung by the 139th Street Quartet, Sundowners Quartet, and others.  For the movie "The Prime Of Miss Jean Brody."  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Jump Shout Boogie (4-part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A driving, up-tempoʼd, high energy, show tune... as recorded and performed by Barry Manilow.  This is the 4-part version. Great for shows... or an International Contest 
show package!  The overlay version was successfully used as part of a chorus international show package by Elkridge Chorus. Also sung by Sound Of Sunshine, 
Rochester, Spirit Of Detroit, Crosstown Harmony, Houston Horizon, Capitaland, Shoreline Sound, Prairie Echoes, A Cappella Showcase, Jersey Sound, West Valley 
choruses,... and Audacity, New Design quartets... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Jump Shout Boogie (8-part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A driving, up-tempoʼd, high energy, show tune... as recorded and performed by Barry Manilow.  This is the 8-part version. Great for shows... or an International Contest 
show package!  The overlay version was successfully used as part of a chorus international show package by Elkridge Chorus. Also sung by Sound Of Sunshine, 
Rochester, Spirit Of Detroit, Crosstown Harmony, Houston Horizon, Capitaland, Shoreline Sound, Prairie Echoes, A Cappella Showcase, Jersey Sound, West Valley 
choruses,... and Audacity, New Design quartets... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
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arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Just The Way You Look Tonight - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is a contest arrangement of this beautiful ballad. There are also vocal learning trax ($60).  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Kid's Song/Coney Island Washboard - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A really cute piece featuring a small "kid's group" (3 to 10 kids, ages 5 to 13) arr'd by Larry Wright & D. Anderson. Songs are "What's the Matter With Kids Today" (from 
"Bye Bye Birdie") and Coney Island Washboard. A great "variety piece" for your next show... the kids steal the show! 4 parts for the chorus/quartet... and the "kids group" 
unison part.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Kiss The Girl - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From Disney's "The Little Mermaid"... a 4-parter arranged for the "Thoroughbred" Chorus.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Leaning On A Lamppost - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, contest swing tune is from the popular British play “Me And My Gal.” Arr'd by Larry Wright.... and sung by Heart Of Maryland, The Statesmen, Sounds Of 
Concord, 5 The Grove (Australia) choruses,... and 139th Street, California Gentry quartets,... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Let Freedom Ring (5 part chorus ver.) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
As recorded by Barry Manilow and arr'd by Larry Wright in the barbershop style. Patriotic and powerful!! This is the chorus version. Sung by Region #9 (all choruses), 
Heart Of New Jersey, Prairie Echoes, Spirit Of Syracuse, Melodeers, Twin Cities, San Diego, Atlantic Bay, Skyline, Agoura Hills Harmony, Great Lakes, Greater 
Harrisburg, Nashville Metro, San Diego(BHS), Celebrity City, and other choruses.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Let Freedom Ring (quartet ver.) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
As recorded by Barry Manilow and arr'd by Larry Wright in the barbershop style. Patriotic and powerful!! This is the quartet version. Quartets singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Let Yourself Go/Stepping Out With My Baby - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This uptempoʼd, swing medley arrmt by Larry Wright includes “Let Yourself Go” (as recorded by Ella Fitzgerald) and “Steppinʼ Out With My Baby.” It was especially arrʼd 
in the barbershop style for SAI finalist “Spotlight” quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played, part predominant Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to 
have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Let's Get Away From It All - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-beat, swing tune has a clever lyric and would give your quartet/chorus show repertoire a nice bit of variety.  Fairly easy to sing... and yet should be fun to sing by just 
about any level quartet or chorus.  Sung by Great Lakes, Velvet Hills, Danville choruses and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played, part predominant Learning Trax ($30). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  
NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Lida Rose/Dream Of Now - 8-part m/w - Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From the "Music Man", the ever popular duet with the quartet and Marian. This arrmt by Larry Wright is an 8-parter... for male and female quartets or choruses.  Choruses 
and quartets singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
220.00
Little Jazz Bird - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, jazzy, swing tune was arr'd especially for Queens “Swingstreet” quartet by Larry Wright.  Not contest.  Also sung by Crystal Collection, From The Edge 
quartets... and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal 
Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song 
title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Little Man You've Had A Busy Day - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A wonderful contest ballad sung by Intl. Champion North Metro Chorus; also Maple Mountain, Shoreline Sound choruses,... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available highly accurate, part predominant vocal Learning Trax 
($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
110.00
Little St. Nick - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A up-tempo, "fun" arrangement of this popular "Beach Boys"song especially arranged for the "RamTonz" Chorus.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Lovely Way To Spend An Evening, A - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A lovely ballad with a wonderful lyric message; as sung by the '70/'71 Silver Medalist "Sundowners" quartet and others; non-contestable.  Quartets and choruses singing at a 
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"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played, part predominant 
Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with 
your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Lover's Lane Is Crowded Again - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A fresh, exciting, and driving contest uptune arranged by Larry Wright. Great tag! Storyline: Now that W.W. l is over and all the “boys” are back, “loverʼs lane” in the park is 
crowded again! Sung by the "NBC", West Valley choruses... and others. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Lullaby Of Birdland - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Nice, fairly easy, mid-tempo'd swing tune arrʼd by Larry. Sung by West Valley, Voices Of Harmony, Southland Harmony choruses, and Highlight, Rhythm and Rhapsody 
quartets,... and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Mary's Little Boy Child - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arrʼd by Larry Wright; great Christmas song!....sung by Rich Tones Chorus, Bay Area Metro Chapter, SPEB., Durango Narrow Gauge Chorus, Lucky Day Quartet, etc. 
Optional fully orchestrated accompaniment track with Jamacan, “steel drums” flavor ($25). I also have a piano part available ($25) for playing the accompaniment "live." 
There are also Bass and Drum parts available for an additional $10 for each part.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
May Each Day - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Nice show closer - as sung by the Sundowners and others.  Arranged as Andy Williams sang it night after night, closing his TV show.  However, the tag is big, not soft as 
Andy did it.  Fairly easy.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality instrumentally played, part predominant Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me 
and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
May Each Day/Goody Goodbye - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Closing Medley, first with a nice, soft ballad style rendition of "May Each Day" (Andy William's TV Show closer), then ending on a zippy, spirited :"Goody Goodbye!"  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Monster Mash - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This arrangement ($50) and learning trax ($60) are sold separately or as part of a "Halloween Package" of 6 arrmts/trax ($350).  The 6 songs in the "Halloween Package" 
are: "Addams Family Theme Song", "Casper The Friendly Ghost", "Grim Grinnin' Ghosts", "Haunted House", "Monster Mash", and "Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead."  By 
purchasing them in the "package", you're paying less than HALF the price of purchasing them separately!  Plus, with the "package" deal, you also receive 6 pretty cool (and 
"spooky") instrumental intros that lead you into the a cappella arrangements.  It's really an incredible deal!  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Muppet Show Theme Opener - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Great show opener.  Adapted from the original Muppet TV opener and arr'd by Larry Wright.  Sung by The Greatwestern, Jet Cities, Riverport choruses, Escape, California 
Gentry quartets, and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song 
title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Music Maestro Please - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
4 parts: A smooth and silky mid-tempo'd, swing tune, featuring either the Lead, Bari, or Tenor as a soloist.  Not contest.  A very nice nice quarter note pulse is provided by 
the Bass, propelling the arrmt.  Fairly easy.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Custom Arrmts Demo - $15 - 5 songs (minimum). Purchase the Arrmt/ LrngTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
80.00
My Alabama - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contest ballad with a simple, but beautifully haunting melody and lyric.  Co-written by Larry and Al Harkins,... and arr'd by Larry.  As recorded and sung in contest by top 
ten 139th Street Quartet and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good 
use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
My Old Friends (My Old Man)-AIC Show - Men's Arrmt/LgTx Combo
A special 5-part barbershop arrangement of a great song ("My Old Man") adapted for special use by the AIC Show for the passing of AIC Chorus members.  The arrmt can 
also be modified to use by other choruses in the same manner,... or for a good's friend's passing, etc..    Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase Full-Length Song Demos - $2 each song title.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrngTrax Combo and get 
a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most 
likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
My Romance - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A great contest ballad of this classic song, not already done by everyone.  Check this one out!  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Naturally - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A 4-part arrangement adapted from the a cappella recording by Huey Lewis... a lead section (or solo) feature...fun!  Sung by Pages Of Harmony, Heart Of New Jersey, St. 
Joseph choruses, and Alleycats, California Gentry, Musicality, Crystal Collection quartets, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
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audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Never Never Land (Peter Pan) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
From the Musical and motion picture "Peter Pan",... this is the beautiful 4-part ballad from the show.  Not contestable.  There are several other song selections from "Peter 
Pan" which were arranged in a medley especially for International small chorus winners... "Prairie Echoes" Chorus.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details. 
 NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal 
"library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Nineteen Twenty Seven - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Original CONTEST song; a driving uptune that talks about all the interesting and neat things that happened in 1927.  In the middle of the arrmt, there is also a parody lyric 
sung to the melody of "Charleston."  It's a "fun" song to sing.   Written and arranged by Larry Wright & Doug Anderson.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Now That I've Found You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This beautiful ballad 4 part arrmt by Larry Wright is based on the hit recording by Jeffery Osborn.  It was especially arranged in the barbershop style for SAI Queens 
“Spotlight” Quartet.  Not contest.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality 
vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Octopus' Garden - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The Beatles "whimsically, fun", up-tempo, swing tune... closely adapted from the Beatles recording and arr'd by Larry in 4 parts.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Ode To Joy - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd sacred/gospel song has been closely adapted as it was originally sung in the movie “Sister Act II”... and arr'd by Larry in 5 parts (solo for the beginning 16 
bars).... choruses only.  As performed by Rich Tone Chorus with the Dallas Symphony (standing "O"). Fully orchestrated, instrumental accompaniment track ($25).  Full 
symphonic score also available for rental ($150).  This arrangement can also be performed using the available piano/bass parts ($25).  Also sung by Spirit Of Detroit, The 
Choral-Aries, Houston Horizon, Top of the Rock, Riverport, Virginia Coast, Grand Rapids, American BarberBoys, Pride of Baltimore choruses... and others.  Choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
150.00
Oh Happy Day (5 part with soloist) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This mid-tempo'd gospel song... as sung in "Sister Act ll" starts soft and sweet,... and quickly builds into a "rocker."   Arr'd by Larry Wright for chorus & soloist (or divided 
Lead section). Sung by Greater Harrisburg Chorus and others.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($35).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 for each song title).  See the Men's and Women's "product" lists.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and 
get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll 
most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
110.00
Oh How I Miss You Tonight - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This high scoring and popular contest ballad has been arr'd by Larry Wright.  Sung by Heart Of Maryland, West Valley, and Palo Duro Metro choruses, Medallion quartet ... 
and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Old Cape Cod - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This medium-tempoʼd, swing tune was arr'd by Larry Wright back in the late 60ʼs... and is still popular with choruses and quartets. Sung by Choral-Aires, Bay Area 
Showcase, Women Of Note, General Assembly, Springfield Chordsmen, Spirit Of Detroit, Thoroughbred, Edge Oʼ Town, Fox Valleyaires choruses,... and many, many 
quartets.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Old Irish Mother Of Mine - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A solid contest ballad.  Big Tag!  Sung by 12th Place International California Gentry,... and others.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to 
the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" 
for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you 
absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of 
only $60.
80.00
Old Man River - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the wonderful, classic ballad from the Broadway show “Showboat” arr'd for contest by Larry.  Sung by Houston Horizon Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
On The South Side Of Chicago - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, jazzy, swing tune has been closely adapted from the original “hit” recording by Vic Damone, and arr'd by Larry in the barbershop style. Sung by the West 
Valley Chorus, 2nd Place Silver Medalists Sundowners quartet...and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
On The Sunny Side Of The Street - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A solid, contestable arrangement of the well-known uptempo swing tune.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and 
perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To 
hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
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Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Once Upon A Time - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A well known ballad, recorded and sung by Chicago News and others; contestable.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample 
online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
One For My Baby - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
As sung by ol' "blue eyes", Frank Sinatra; a 4-part arrmt with a small bit of Lead solo feature.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
One Note Samba - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, Latin feel tune has been closely adapted from the original “hit” recording and arr'd by Larry Wright and Doug Anderson. Fairly modern harmonies with a 
good deal of the melody in the Tenor part. Also available is an optional, fully orchestrated, instrumental accompaniment track with a Latin feel. Give your show another 
dimension in variety by using an accompaniment track. Your audience will love it!  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Orange Colored Sky - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, popular swing tune has been closely adapted from the original Nat King Cole “hit” recording and arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung by Liberty Oaks, Sun Harbor, 
Harbour City Harmony, Springfield Chordsmen, Racing City, Grand Olympics, Great Lakes, Heart Of New Jersey, Heart Of Maryland, Greater Harmony, Virginia Coast, 
Jet Cities choruses, and several other choruses and quartets.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Overture Curtain Lights - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, driving 2-beat show opener has been arr'd by Larry Wright.... and quite popular with quartets and choruses over the past 40 years. Sung by Thoroughbred, 
Maryland Harmony, Pittsburg Metro, Elkridge, Brothers In Harmony, River Bend, Neshaminy High School, Norfolk VA choruses... the Sundowners quartet, and many other 
choruses and quartets.  Choruses and quartets singing at a contest "B-" level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement using the available high 
quality vocal learning trax. To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 
each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See 
the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Passing The Faith Along - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contemporary Christian/Gospel uprtune originally recorded by the Oakridge Boys... and arranged by Larry in 4 parts.  This arrangement requires the use of the available 
fully orchestrated instrumental accompaniment track ($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Patriotic Medley - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This "Patriotic Medley" was originally commissioned by the Fairfax "Jubil-Aires" Chorus as a show theme piece.  It includes an original intro, Yankee Doodle, Johnny 
Comes Marching Home, Over There, Coming In On A Wing And a Prayer, God Bless The USA, and God Bless America.  BIG TAG!!  It is 5.5 mins in duration.  Also 
included in this "package" is an "extended" version of the medley which includes one more song ... "Tie A Yellow Ribbon 'Round The Old Oak Tree."  This "extended" 
version is 7:53 in duration.  The Jubil-Aires Chorus had 4 quartets sing the 4 middle songs after the Intro, with the chorus coming back in with God Bless The USA, and 
finally God Bless America (with the audience standing and singing along with this one).  There are excellent vocal learning trax available for this ($120).  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax 
($120).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
220.00
Portrait Of My Love Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A medley of 4 classic 50ʼs ballads (4.5 mins) including When I Fall In Love, Til, Let It Be Me, and Portrait Of My Love... arr'd by Larry Wright. Recorded by International 
Champs Chicago News and Classic Collection quartets, Medalist 139th Street quartet,.. and sung by Masters Of Harmony, California Heartland, Salem Senate-Aires, 
Fresno Gold Note, Houston Tidelanders choruses,... and others.  Each part (section) featured on the melody at some point. Not contestable.  Quartets and choruses singing 
at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To 
audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
150.00
Puttin' On The Ritz - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Sung by the Masters of Harmony, 139th St. and several other groups.  An uptempo, spirited, Bass solo.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short 
audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and 
women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The mid-uptempoʼd, easy-swing tune is the hit song that comes from the Motion Picture “Urban Cowboy.” Arrʼd in the barbershop style (with variations!) by Larry Wright.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Red Head - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An up-tempoʼd, easy, and fun-to-sing contest swing tune arr'd by Larry Wright.  Sung by Jacksonville Harmony, High Sierra, Huntsville Heritage, Iowa City, City Of Flags, 
Cranberry Shore, Music Festival, Twin City Sounds, Twin County, Greater Nassau, Liberty Belle, West Valley choruses,... the Sundowners quartet,...and several others. 
Choruses and quartets singing at a contest "B-" level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement using the available high quality vocal learning trax 
($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
110.00
Red Hot Mama Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This popular up-tempoʼd, contest swing medley includes “Nobody Knows What A Red Hot Mama Can Do” and “You Gotta See Mama Every Night”... arr'd by Larry Wright. 
Sung by Jacksonville Harmony, High Sierra, Huntsville Heritage, Iowa City, City Of Flags, Cranberry Shore, Music Festival, Twin City Sounds, Twin County, Greater 
Nassau, Liberty Belle choruses,... and several quartets. Choruses and quartets singing at a contest "B-" level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement using the available high quality vocal learning trax ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
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you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Rhode Island Is Famous For You - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is Larry's arrangement of this amusing, novelty song;... arranged especially for The NBC Chorus in the barbershop style.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Rhythm Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, 4-part, jazzy, medley of 5 “rhythm” songs (3.5 mins) includes: I Got Rhythm, It Donʼt Mean A Thing If It Ainʼt Got That Swing, Fascinating Rhythm, Thatʼs 
A-Plenty, and Crazy Rhythm. Sung by international champs Night Life quartet, Lake Ridge, River Blenders, Towns Of Harmony, Scioto Valley, York Ladies (U.K.), 
Chordially Yours, The Red Rosettes, A Cappella ladies (Germany), West Valley... and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Send In The Clowns - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contest ballad arrangement of this popular song especially arranged for the "RamTonz" Chorus for contest.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should 
be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sentimental Journey - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arranged especially for the Fairfax "Jubil-Aires" Chorus.  Fairly easy; big tag.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn 
and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sha-Boom - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is an up-tempoʼd, 50's...fun, fun, fun!!, fast swing uptune. Itʼs been closely adapted from the original “hit” recording by the 50ʼs group, the “Crewcuts”... and is one of 
Larryʼs more popular charts.  Sung by Shoreline Sound, Dukes Of Harmony, The Texas Millionaires, Houston Tidelanders, Ozark Showcase, Del-Rose, Magic Moments,... 
and several other chourses and quartets.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 
each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See 
the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Shadow Of Your Smile, The - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The beautifully haunting song from the movie "The Sandpiper" has a slightly underlying "Latin" rhythmic feel, propelling the song nicely.  This is a Lead or Bari feature - as 
recorded by 2-time Silver Medalists Sundowners and sung by others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform 
this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the 
entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ 
LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Short People - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This up-tempoʼd, Randy Newman, swing tune has been closely adapted from Randyʼs original “hit” recording and arr'd by Larry Wright.  Although the song starts out poking 
fun at “short people”, the message later on “turns around” saying, tall or short, we're ALL pretty cool.  Cute, fun song!  Sung by Just 4, Netherlands Chorus, Stay Tuned and 
Wired For Sound, Broadway, All In One, Lake Effect Harmony, ... and other choruses and quartets.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sincere-Music Man- Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A custom, slightly more "barbershoppy" arrangement then what was written by Merrideth Wilson for his Musical, "The Music Man."  Also has a nice (different) tag.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality 
instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-
Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them 
in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Sing Back The Good Old Days - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A "fresh", uptempo, "fun", swing feel, contestable original song co-written and arranged by Larry and Al Harkins.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available Vocal Learning Trax ($60) performed by California Gentry Quartet.  To 
audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Sing Me That Song Once Again - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This strong contest ballad has been arr'd by Larry Wright; Big Tag!  Sung by International 4th Place Night Magic, Rhythm and Rhapsody quartets, Iowa City and West Valley 
choruses... and others.  The sheet music includes a second, simpler Tag that you may opt for.  It is not on the vocal learning trax, but is very similar (and easy to learn) to 
the learning trax Tag,... just not as long and challenging.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Soldier Soldier Will You Marry Me - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An uptempo'd, comical song from the American Revolutionary War of 1775.  This was another song that was arranged as part of a huge Annual Show "package" of songs 
sung during the several wars America went through.  It was done by the fairfax "Jubil-Aires chorus in 2012.  If you're curious about the package, see 'Patriotic Medley"... 
which has more details and song titles.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Some Enchanted Evening - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From the hit Broadway Musical and motion picture "South Pacific", that gorgeous ballad that we all love,... arranged by Larry as a contest arrangement.  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Sound Of Music Medley, The (a cappella) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
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This is a medley (approx. 6.5 mins) of several of the wonderful songs from "The Sound Of Music"..... including: The Sound Of Music / Do-Re-Me / Edelwiess / My Favorite 
Things / Climb Every Mountain.  Sung by Denver Chorus. Grand Olympics, High Country Choruses, Heart strings Quartet, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a 
"B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($100).  To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
200.00
Sound Of Music Medley, The (with trk) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is the medley WITH the accompaniment track mixed in (approx. 6.5 mins) of several of the wonderful songs from "The Sound Of Music"..... including: The Sound Of 
Music / Do-Re-Me / Edelwiess / My Favorite Things / Climb Every Mountain.  Sung by Denver Chorus. Grand Olympics, High Country Choruses, Heart strings Quartet, 
and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($100).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
200.00
South Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An uptempo contest medley of "South Rampart Street Parade" and "Way Down Yonder In New Orleans"... arrʼd by Larry Wright... big intro/big tag.  Sung by 2nd Place 
Silver Medalist Sundowners, Heart Of Maryland, San Diego (SPEB) Choruses, and others.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to 
successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Step To The Rear - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arrʼd by Larry Wright in the barbershop style. As with the original commercial recording, this arrmt has the clever countermelody on top of the second verse... great tag!  
Sung and recorded by Silver Medalist Sundowners.  Also sung by Region 3 “Champion Chorus”, St. Louis Harmony, Crosstown Harmony, Jacksonville Harmony 
choruses, and others.  There are 2 versions: one, with a simple intro, and the second, with a BIG intro!  Quartets (for ver. #1) and choruses (for ver. #2) that sing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrmt using the available, high quality vocal Learning Trax ($60).  To audition this one, purchase a full-
length demo ($2). Purchase the Arrmt/LrngTrax Combo ($80) and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!! See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Stepping On The Clouds - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Uptempo gospel/Christian song arranged by.  It must be performed with the fully orchestrated accompaniment track ($25) composed and recorded by Larry.  Excellent 4-
part, part predominant instrumental Learning Trax also available.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sunshine Lollipops And Rainbows - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Bright, uptempo hit song made popular by Lesley Gore in the 60's.  As sung by the Silver Medalist Sundowners Quartet and others.  Not contestable.  Arranged in the 
barbershop style by Larry.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sway - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
There are 2 versions of this arrmt to choose from.  The "long" version follows the popular rendition recorded by Michael Buble.... and was especially arranged for Sweet 
Adeline Queens "Spotlight" Quartet.  There is also a "shorter" version which is less vocally taxing.  There are no specific Learning trax for the shorter version, although it 
simply involves a few cuts from the long version learning trax.  Quartets and choruses that sing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrmt using the high quality Vocal Learning Trax ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Sweet Lorraine - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Strong contest arrangement; starts in a ballad fashion, then goes to a medium tempo'd swing feel for most of the arrmt; big tag.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Take Me Back To Manhattan - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A wonderful Cole Porter song arr'd in an upbeat, swing style.  A neat little tune that you may have never heard of before.  Check it out!  It's really fun to sing.  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Thank You For The Music (4 part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of the Swedish group “ABBAʼs” huge hit songs... arrʼd by Larry Wright.  This is the 4-part version.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able 
to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  I also have an "ABBA Medley" which contains 
"Thank You For The Music", "SOS", and "Dancing Queen."  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Thank You For The Music (overlays) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
One of the group “ABBAʼs” huge hit songs... arrʼd by Larry Wright. This is the "overlay" version (more than 4 parts) for choruses only.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75).  To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
150.00
Thank You World- Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A very fast paced and rhythmic uptune with Lead, Bass, Bari, and Tenor all featured with a bit of solo work.  An audience "toe-tapper"/pleaser arranged in 4 parts.  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
The Impossible Dream - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From the Broadway musical "Man Of La Mancha"(1972)  Lead (or Bari) solo - as sung and recorded by the Sundowners.  This arrangement captures the "driving" rhythmic 
pulse of the original orchestral rendition. Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
The Last Note Of My Song - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
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A beautiful original ballad with words & music by Jerry McCulloch; arrmt: Larry Wright and Lloyd Erickson. "Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available vocal learning trax.  No percopy fees for this one!  To audition this one, listen to the 
FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for 
men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
The Song Is Ended - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This uptempoʼd, swing feel arrmt by Larry is based on the wonderful recording by Ella Fitzgerald.  It was especially arranged in the barbershop style for SAI finalist 
“Spotlight” quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available 
high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second 
combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely 
be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
The Things We Did Last Summer - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Very nice ballad, but not contest.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use 
of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll 
most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Them Was The Good Old Days - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
"Rah, rah rumble seats" - as barbershop as it gets!   Great uptempo swing contest song... as recorded by 2-time Silver Medalists "Sundowners" and sung by several 
others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
There Is Nothing Like A Dame - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An upbeat, fun song AND contest arrangement from the classic Broadway Musical "South Pacific.". Also works well in a contest set with "Some Enchanted Evening" (also 
from  "South Pacific").  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the 
available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a 
full-length demos ($2 each song title).   Purchase the Arrmt/ LgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
There's A Meeting Here Tonight - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A  "barn-burner" uptune; either show opener... or a great tune ANY place in your show!  On (Queens) "Rumors" CD... and also recorded by BHS Champs "Revival" ... and 
sung by several other groups.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of 
the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase 
a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of 
equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Tumbled Down Shack In Athlone - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
This is a very strong contest ballad; big Tag.  Sung by 2nd Place Silver Medalists Sundowners quartet, Springfield Chordsmen Chorus,... and others.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax ($60).  
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Turn Your Radio On - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Fairly easy, "fun" gospel uptune, fairly.  There is an optional, fully orchestrated instrumental accompaniment track available which is lots of fun ($25).  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "C+" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  
Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs 
home page for details.
110.00
Tuxedo Junction (4-part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Made popular by Duke Ellington's orchestra, the classic medium tempo, swing tune creatively arr'd, i.e. interesting Intro, "Big Band" horn effects toward end, counterpoint, 
and an ending "ride" on the melody.  Sung by choruses: Sound Of Sunshine, Derby City, Harborlites, Maryland Harmony, Twin Cities, and others... and quartets: Night 
Magic, Sundowners, Taylor Street Union, and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a full-length demos ($2 each song title).   Purchase the Arrmt/ LgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Tuxedo Junction (8-part overlay ver.) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Made popular by Duke Ellington's orchestra, the classic medium tempo, swing tune with "Big Band" horn effects, counterpoint, and an ending "ride" on the melody. This is 
the very cool, "big sound" 8-part overlay version (CHORUSES ONLY) would be a very nice addition to your repertoire.  Sung by choruses: Sound Of Sunshine, Derby City, 
Harborlites, Maryland Harmony, Twin Cities, and others.  Choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($75). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a full-length demos ($2 each song title).  Purchase the Arrmt/ LgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.
150.00
Unchained Melody - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Elvisʼ recording of this great ballad helped make it a classic.  Arrʼd in 4 parts by Larry Wright with a “tip-oʼ-the-hat” to the late, great Mo Rector.  Fairly easy.  Quartets and 
choruses singing at a "C+" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a full-length demos ($2 each song title).  
Purchase the Arrmt/ LgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Under The Sea - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
From Disney's "The Little Mermaid"  You know this clever little uptune.   Sung by Brazos Crossing, Great Lakes, Keystone Capital, Jacksonville Harmony choruses, 
Skylark quartet, and others.  Optional (but lots of fun!) fully orchestrated instrumental accompaniment track available ($25).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Unforgettable - M/W 8-Part Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An arrmt by Larry Wright based on the classic duet recorded and made so popular by Natalie and Nat King Cole. It's for men's (4-part) and women's (4-part) voices. 8-part 
Vocal Learning Trax are available (8-parts-$120)... and only sold as a set.  If you're looking for men/women 8-part stuff, you'll love this one!  The arrmt is $100 for all 8 parts 
and comes as 3 separate charts... Conductor-all 8 parts; Women-4 parts; Men-4 parts.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully 
learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax.  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  
To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the 
Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
220.00
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Up Up And Away - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The monster hit uptune recorded by "The Fifth Demension" in the late 60's.  Arr'd by Larry in a 4-part contemporary barbershop style.  Recorded and sung by 2-time 
International Medalist Sundowners Quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Valentine-Gram/Crazy 'Bout Ya Baby - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This is an original opening “jingle” written by Larry coupled with a portion of “Crazy Bout Ya Baby” (that popular song from the hit play "Forever Plaid") especially for using 
as a Valentineʼs Day song for quartets/choruses money-making efforts.  Not too long, zippy, and uptempoʼd.  Sung by Great Lakes, Top of the Rock, Sunshine Chordsmen, 
Vienna Falls, City of Palms, Sounds Of The Shanandoah, Skyline, Harmony Showcase, Capital City, Rochester, Montreal Chapter, Ozark Showcase choruses and Step 
Aside quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high 
quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length 
Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) 
FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Valentine-Gram/Let Me Call You Sweetheart - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Arrʼd by Larry Wright.  An original opening “jingle” written by Larry coupled with a portion of “Let Me Call You Sweetheart” especially for using as a Valentineʼs Day song for 
quartets/choruses money-making efforts. Not too long... uptempoʼd (3/4 time).  Sung by Sunshine Chordsmen and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Wait Til The Sun Shines Nellie - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A contestable arrangement by Larry... with an original counter-melody written by the late, great Val Hicks.  Larry took Val's melody and words and integrated it into "Wait 
'Til The Sun Shines Nellie."  The 6th Place 139th Street Quartet sang it in international competition back in 1984.  Sung by a few quartets since then.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
Waiting For The Robert E. Lee - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A “fresh” rendition of this great “driving” contest uptune., with special attention paid to arrange the best "VOICE LEADING" possible for a song that is typically sung quite 
fast... with the Basses leaping up and down a lot.  The result is better horizontal "flow" (much better Bass lines) and, as a result, a natural improvement in vertical harmony 
accuracy.  Check it out.  Sung by 4th place (SAI) Night Magic Quartet, Revival (SPEB) champs, San Diego (SAI), Jacksonville Harmony, Spokane Falls, Orange Empire, 
Binghamton Chapter, and Casino Quartet.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  No percopy fees for this one!
110.00
Walking My Baby Back Home - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A really "fun" swing tune to sing!  As recorded by 70'/71' 2-time International Silver Medalists "Sundowners" and many others; fairly easy; cute, amusing lyric message.  
You'll get tons of mileage from this one.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making 
good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you 
may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
We Wish You A Merry Christmas - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A bright, cheerful, holiday 4-part uptune, perfect for opening shopping mall Christmas singouts.  Sung by West Valley Chorus and several others.  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To 
audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
110.00
We'll Be Seeing You/Come Back And See Us - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Very nice short medley arrʼd by Larry Wright... to either close a show... or rehearsal night.  Great for impressing chorus guests!  Fun to sing!  Starts with a short section of 
ballad "We'll Be Seeing You" and segues into "Come Back An See Us." BIG TAG (with optional overlays).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be 
able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE 
short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men 
and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
We'll Be Seeing You/Goody Goodbye Closer - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
Very nice "show closer" for quartets or choruses. Starts with a short section of ballad (We'll Be Seeing You) and ends with brief section of the uptempo'd Goodie Goodbye 
(big tag).  Sung by Spirit Of Detroit, Sound Of New England choruses,... and Sundowners, California Gentry, Diamond Girls, and Sapphire quartets... and others.  Quartets 
and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning 
Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song 
title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Uptempo'd swingtune, "fresh", and "fun!" A GREAT one to add to your holiday repertoire.  Arr'd by Larry Wright.  Sung by West Valley, Evergreen Chapter, Jacksonville 
Harmony, Riverʼs Edge, Twin Forks choruses,... and 3 Nice Girls, MC 2, Along For The Ride, Natural High, Pure Magic quartets.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
When I Look In Your Eyes (4-part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
THIS ARRMT SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED WITH "IN YOUR EYES"... which is another beautiful ballad (solo)... but completely different!   "When I Look In Your Eyes" 
is probably the most popular of Larry's arrmts since the early 70's. A "show stopping" solo for Lead, Bari, or Tenor... first recorded and sung by the Sundowners... and sung 
by quartets: (champs) Chicago News, (Queens) Spotlight, A Cappella Pops, Charade, and others... and choruses: St. Louis Harmony, Elkridge, Pride Of Charlotte, Flying 
High Singers (Holland), and many, many other groups.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax 
Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
When I See All The Lovin' They Waste On Babies - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
An amusing, "driving", high scoring contest uptune.  Starts in a medium tempo and gradually accellerates to the end; BIG TAG.  Audiences love it!  Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). 
To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these 
demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for 
details.
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110.00
When Santa Claus Gets Your Letter - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Cute message addressed to kids.  Great for "mall" singouts.  Sung by Rich-Tone, Gulf To Bay, West Valley Choruses... and Mystique, The Voice Quad quartets, etc.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
White Christmas (doo wop) - Men's Arrmt/trax Combo
This is NOT the classic ballad everyone everyone already has in their "rep."  This is a "doo-wop" rendition, adapted from the very popular YouTube video.  It features the 
Bass and Lead on melody and is a "fun" piece.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
White Christmas - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The classic ballad everyone wants to hear at "mall" singouts!  Nice tag!  Sung by Cedar Sounds, West Valley Chorus and others.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" 
contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this 
one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the 
"products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details. 
110.00
Why Don't You Fall In Love With Me - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Bright, "fresh", swing contest uptune.  Recorded and sung in international competition by 12th Place "California Gentry."  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60).  To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Wichita Lineman - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Composed by great songwriter Jimmy Webb (Up Up And Away, Didn't We, MacArthur Park, By The Time I Get To Phoenix, etc.), his monster hit song from 1968 recorded 
and made popular by Glen Campbell; for Lead or Bari solo.... as recorded and sung by 2-time International Silver Medalist "Sundowners", Canadian choruses, and others.  
Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal 
Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Windy - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The monster 60's hit by the band "Association."  Has theme and variations development; very rhythmic, with 50% solo/backup treatment.  Quartets and choruses singing at 
a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. 
($30).  To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find 
these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home 
page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only 
my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
Winter Wonderland - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
Recorded by Queens "Panache" on their Christmas CD; Harbolites, Bay Area, Midnight Sons Barbershop Choruses, and others. Very Nice... with some Bass melody.  A 
GREAT one to add to your holiday repertoire.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement 
making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, 
you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a 
second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
Wiz/Wizard Of Oz Medley - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
As sung by the Santa Monica Chorus.  Includes Over the Rainbow, Ease On Down The Road, and Follow The Yellow Brick Road.  Not contest.   Quartets and choruses 
singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played 
Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each 
song title).  Find these demos on the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or 
two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
You Are The Sunshine Of My Life - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
The Stevie Wonder classic song arrʼd by Larry Wright in the barbershop style. The arrmt captures the Latin rhythmic feel on Stevieʼs original recording (mid-tempo and 
gently rhythmic).  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available 
high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may 
purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title). See the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal 
value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.  NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to 
record them in a week or two with your cost being only my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
You Raise Me Up (4 part) - Men's Arrangement/Learning Trax Combo
A powerful ballad and quite popular... recorded by Josh Groban (2004). This is the 4-part version for quartets;  Big tag!  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level 
should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality instrumentally played Learning Trax. ($30).  To audition 
this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on 
the "products lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details. 
 NOTE: If you absolutely have to have VOCAL learning trax, contact me and I'll most likely be able to record them in a week or two with your cost being only 
my normal "library" rate of only $60.
80.00
You're My Best Friend (from Queen) - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
This is a song from the rock group "Queen."  It's a 4 parter and was originally arranged for Bay Area Showcase Chorus.  Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest 
level should be able to successfully learn and perform this arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen 
to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demo ($2 each song title).  Find these demos on the "products 
lists" for men and women.  Purchase the Arrmt/ LrgTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00
You've Got A Friend In Me - Men's Arrmt/LgTrax Combo
A "fun", up-tempo swing tune written by Randy Newman as the theme song for Disney's "Toy Story." Arr'd by Larry Wright. Sung by the Omaha, Harmony Central, Fort 
Meyers Fever choruses,... and ROYALE and other quartets.   Quartets and choruses singing at a "B-" contest level should be able to successfully learn and perform this 
arrangement making good use of the available high quality Vocal Learning Trax. ($60). To audition this one, listen to the FREE short audio sample online.  To hear the entire 
arrangement, you may purchase a Full-Length Demos ($2 each song). Purchase the Arrmt/ LrngTrax Combo and get a second combo (of equal value) FREE!!  See the 
websiteʼs home page for details.
110.00


